
Breaking the Code 
Critical Thinking in Science Fiction 

 
Name: _________________________ 

D. McEvilly, English 

 
Instructions: Identify the elements that comprise sci-fi: science, setting, and speculation. Then see if you can infer what 
the message or warning might be: What does this “alien” story tell us about ourselves? What is the allegory? 
  
Title: Robbie 

 

SCIENCE 
List two separate and significant elements of future science. 

1. Interactive and “human-like” robots are routinely used as nannies and babysitters by the public 

2. Robbie, though a robot, seems to possess human emotions: he “cowers,” feels “hurt” and indignant 
 

“ALIEN” SETTING 
Identify the setting (present, future, alternate universe, alternate reality, alternate history) then describe its “alien” features. 

1. Future 

2. A world of jet-cars and sunken garages, where robots build other robots and hold human jobs  

(like nannies), and manned expeditions to Mars are underway—the beginning of the positronic age. 

 

SPECULATION 
Identify two general thematic ideas explored and find a meaningful example of each from the story.  

Think in terms of universal concepts: themes—not plot or conflict or features. Use your “Prime Directive” to help. 
Choose wisely: the thematic ideas you select may flow into the larger message or insight you will develop next. 

 
1. Technophobia 

ex. It is not what Robbie has done that leads to his removal, but rather Mrs. Weston’s own insecurities and 

concern with social status. A similar technophobia is alluded to later when the GM of the factory explains that 

people (and the union) would never allow for a fully robotic factory, despite the fact that in five years the 

“robot room” has had zero accidents. 

 

2. Nature of Humanity 

ex. After Mrs. Weston gives several reasons for not wanting Gloria to become so close to a machine, Mr. 

Weston makes an insightful observation that does not speak so well of humans: "He just can't help being 

faithful and loving and kind. He's a machine—made so. That's more than you can say for humans." 

 

CENTRAL ALLEGORICAL MESSAGE OR INSIGHT 
Do not tell me about the story. Tell me what we’re meant to learn from the story. Connect to us. 

Do not use any variation of the phrases: “I believe…” “Anything is possible…” “Stand up for what you believe…” 
“Never give up…” “Careful what you wish for…” or “Don’t judge a book by its cover…” Be insightful. 

 
Asimov seems to suggest the opposite of the Frankenstein-complex, in that man and his creations  

should be able to co-exist productively and happily, and that anything less should be considered 

a failing of humans, not the things they’ve created. Humanity is not perfect, so why should we  

expect anything we create to be perfect… especially if we treat it with such inhumanity? 


